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(54) ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE

(57) An electronic cigarette including an atomization
assembly and a battery assembly. The atomization as-
sembly is disposed on the battery assembly. The battery
assembly includes an air column and a plate including a
pneumatic switch. When in use, airflow passes through

the air column to drive the plate including the pneumatic
switch to work. The air column and the plate are disposed
on the top end of the battery assembly, and the air column
is staggered with the plate thus preventing an e-liquid
from flowing onto the plate.
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Description

[0001] The disclosure relates to an electronic cigarette.
[0002] A conventional electronic cigarette comprises
an air column and a pneumatic switch. When airflow
passes through the air column, the pneumatic switch is
driven by the airflow to work. The air column is vertically
aligned with the pneumatic switch, and the e-liquid may
flow to the pneumatic switch thus causing short circuit.
[0003] The disclosure provides an electronic cigarette
comprising an atomization assembly and a battery as-
sembly; the atomization assembly is disposed on the bat-
tery assembly; the battery assembly comprises an air
column and a plate comprising a pneumatic switch; when
in use, an airflow passes through the air column to drive
the plate comprising the pneumatic switch to work; the
air column and the plate are disposed on a top end of
the battery assembly, and the air column is staggered
with the plate thus preventing an e-liquid from flowing
onto the plate.
[0004] In a class of this embodiment, the battery as-
sembly further comprises a first silicone gasket and a
support; the air column is disposed on one side of a top
end of the support; the plate comprising the pneumatic
switch is disposed in the first silicone gasket; the first
silicone gasket is disposed in the support and staggered
with the air column.
[0005] In a class of this embodiment, the battery as-
sembly further comprises a charging plate; the charging
plate comprises a steel sheet and a thimble soldered on
the steel sheet.
[0006] In a class of this embodiment, the thimble is
three in number and is soldered on an epsilon-type nickel
steel sheet by laser welding technology.
[0007] In a class of this embodiment, the battery as-
sembly further comprises a support, a battery, and a mag-
net; the charging plate is disposed on a bottom end of
the support; the three thimbles on the charging plate run
through the support to connect to contacts of a charging
unit; the magnet is disposed on the bottom end of the
support to attract the charging unit when the battery as-
sembly is being charged; the battery is fixed in the support
and positive and negative terminals of the battery are
soldered on the charging plate.
[0008] The electronic cigarette is placed in a battery
box in nonuse for benefit of charging and carrying.

FIG. 1 is an exploded view of an electronic cigarette
in accordance with one embodiment of the disclo-
sure;

FIG. 2 is an exploded view of an atomization assem-
bly of an electronic cigarette in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is an exploded view of a battery assembly of
an electronic cigarette in FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an electronic ciga-

rette in accordance with one embodiment of the dis-
closure;

FIG. 5 is a sectional view of an electronic cigarette
in accordance with one embodiment of the disclo-
sure; and

FIG. 6 shows an electronic cigarette placed in a bat-
tery box in accordance with one embodiment of the
disclosure.

[0009] To further illustrate, embodiments detailing an
electronic cigarette are described below. It should be not-
ed that the following embodiments are intended to de-
scribe and not to limit the disclosure.
[0010] As shown in FIGS. 1-3, the disclosure provides
an electronic cigarette comprising an atomization assem-
bly A and a battery assembly B. The atomization assem-
bly A is disposed on the battery assembly B.
[0011] The atomization assembly A comprises an e-
liquid tank 1, an atomizer 2, a seal gasket 3, two strips
of cotton 4, an end cover 5, an electrode pair 6, a seal
plug 7, an iron casing 8, and a sheath 9. The atomizer 2
is vertically disposed on the seal gasket 3. The two strips
of cotton 4 are disposed in two ends of the end cover 5,
respectively. The seal gasket 3 is disposed on the top
end of the end cover 5. The seal plug 7 is disposed on
the bottom end of the end cover 5. The electrode pair 6
is disposed on the seal plug 7. The end cover 5 is dis-
posed in the e-liquid tank 1. The iron casing 8 is disposed
on the bottom end of the e-liquid tank 1. The sheath 9 is
disposed around the bottom end of the e-liquid tank 1.
[0012] The battery assembly B comprises a seal ring
10, a first magnet 11, an air column 12, a spring pin 13,
a first silicone gasket 14, a second silicone gasket 15, a
plate 16 comprising a pneumatic switch, a housing 17, a
support 18, a battery 19, a second magnet 20, and a
charging plate 21. The seal ring 10 is disposed on the
support 18. The spring pin 13 is disposed on the top end
of the support 18 for electric conduction. The first magnet
11 is disposed on two sides of the top end of the support
18 and attracts the iron casing of the atomization assem-
bly. The air column 12 is disposed on one side of the top
end of the support 18 for air conduction. The plate 16 is
disposed in the first silicone gasket 14. The first silicone
gasket 14 is disposed in the support 18 and is staggered
with the air column 12 thus preventing an e-liquid from
flowing onto the plate 16. The second silicone gasket 15
is disposed on the plate 16 to converge the light of the
LED indicator on the plate 16. The charging plate 21 is
disposed on the bottom end of the support 18; three thim-
bles are disposed on the charging plate 21 and run
through the support 18 to connect to the contacts of a
charging unit. The second magnet 20 is disposed on the
bottom end of the support 18. The battery 19 is fixed in
the support 18 and positive and negative terminals of the
battery are soldered on the input end of the charging
plate. The input wire of the plate 16 is soldered on the
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positive and negative terminals of the battery. The sup-
port 18 is disposed in the housing 17.
[0013] The following advantages are associated with
the electronic cigarette of the disclosure:

1. The electronic cigarette comprises the air column
and the plate which are disposed on the top end of
the battery assembly, and the air column is stag-
gered with the plate thus preventing an e-liquid from
flowing onto the plate.

2. The battery assembly comprises the charging
plate comprising the steel sheet and three thimbles
soldered on the epsilon-type nickel steel sheet by
laser welding technology.

3. The charging plate comprises the second magnet
disposed on the bottom end of the support to attract
the charging unit when the battery assembly is being
charged.

[0014] It will be obvious to those skilled in the art that
changes and modifications may be made, and therefore,
the aim in the appended claims is to cover all such chang-
es and modifications.

Claims

1. An electronic cigarette, comprising an atomization
assembly (A) and a battery assembly (B); wherein
the atomization assembly (A) is disposed on the bat-
tery assembly (B); the battery assembly (B) compris-
es an air column (12) and a plate (16) comprising a
pneumatic switch; when in use, an airflow passes
through the air column (12) to drive the plate (16)
comprising the pneumatic switch to work; the air col-
umn (12) and the plate (16) are disposed on a top
end of the battery assembly (B), and the air column
(12) is staggered with the plate (16) thus preventing
an e-liquid from flowing onto the plate (16).

2. The electronic cigarette of claim 1, wherein the bat-
tery assembly (B) further comprises a first silicone
gasket (14) and a support (18); the air column (12)
is disposed on one side of a top end of the support
(18); the plate (16) comprising the pneumatic switch
is disposed in the first silicone gasket (14); the first
silicone gasket (14) is disposed in the support (18)
and staggered with the air column (12).

3. The electronic cigarette of claim 1, wherein the bat-
tery assembly (B) further comprises a charging plate
(21); the charging plate (21) comprises a steel sheet
and a thimble soldered on the steel sheet.

4. The electronic cigarette of claim 3, wherein the thim-
ble is three in number and is soldered on an epsilon-

type nickel steel sheet by laser welding technology.

5. The electronic cigarette of claim 4, wherein the bat-
tery assembly (B) further comprises a support (18),
a battery (19), and a magnet (20); the charging plate
(21) is disposed on a bottom end of the support (18);
the three thimbles on the charging plate (21) run
through the support (18) to connect to contacts of a
charging unit; the magnet (20) is disposed on the
bottom end of the support (18) to attract the charging
unit when the battery assembly is being charged; the
battery (19) is fixed in the support (18) and positive
and negative terminals of the battery are soldered
on the charging plate.
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